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RE: Investment Opportunity; “The Adversary” a Feature Film to be released Worldwide 

 

Dear: Investor 

I greatly appreciate your time and attention! I also want to personally thank you for your consideration of this 

investment opportunity. The company is producing a feature film, The Adversary.  The returns have a very strong 

showing and we have support for projections of the numbers. 

The company holds all rights for the production of the film, including the life rights of Michael Leehan, the Author 

of the book the film is inspired by (“Ascent From Darkness”). The Adversary is a heart wrenching, mind blowing, 

psychological thriller filled with action, drama, satanic and demonic connotations throughout with the climactic 

conclusion of a satanic warrior hellbent on killing the pastor whose own life may be lost when trying to save the 

man devoted to fulfilling satan’s order to murder the pastor. This is a film based on a true-life story of a Satanist 

who was actually ordered to kill a pastor. 

The best part of this investment: ALL necessary development is complete.  For you, the investor, this means the 

company (investment) is potentially, three to five years into the process of making the movie, which ends with 

distributing the film (which projects to being years closer to your returns). Most film investments must wait through 

the development phase, the preproduction phase, the production phase and finally the distribution phase for any 

return on their investment.  Here, with all development AND approximately 90% of preproduction DONE, 

including the script and engagement of the film’s Director (Mary Lambert – known for: Pet Sematary & Pet 

Sematary II), your investment has projection of returns in as early as eighteen months, or less, following completion 

of filming (production phase).  Once the budget is green lighted, filming will begin. 

This is an investment opportunity with a 40+ year experienced Executive Producer (all production) and a 40+ year 

Entrepreneur (all business) as the Member Managers of the company, Aqueduct Entertainment, LLC.  We have 

assembled an impressive team for production of the film.  You can see the proposed team members here: Proposed 

Production Team for "The Adversary" 

You can also see our proposed cast members here: Proposed Cast for "The Adversary" 

We maintain a high degree of professionalism, integrity, and transparency and we are excited to work with you! 

Please honor us by joining our team!!! Thank you for your time and attention, again, I greatly appreciate you!!! 

With great anticipation, 

 

Douglas A. Swim, Esq, 

Member Manager 

Aqueduct Entertainment, LLC 

https://www.adversarymovie.com/crew
https://www.adversarymovie.com/crew
https://www.adversarymovie.com/cast-1

